**DESIGN FEEDBACK**

- Very open and creative, love the open growing spaces
- Replace mulch with small rocks to walk on
- Accessibility
- Include fencing to define area
- Design has potential
- Combination of plots and rows are great
- Incorporates education to the plots
- More space is good

- Really enjoy the asymmetry
- Should be a central open space for gatherings
- More box gardens
- Opposed to the garden extending all the way to the walkway - Garden should be set back from the sidewalk
- Natural combination of edible and decorative plants together

- Like the individual pots
- Encourages individuals and families to use a reasonably sized plot
- Fantastic to inspire individuals to buy-in
- More likely to participate regularly if they have their own space
- People can have ownership - but lacks communal space
- Like communal fruit tree and herb garden areas
- Boxes are too restrictive in the long run - need more planting strips
- Boxes are organized

- Good for biodiversity and environment
- Good for birds and beneficial for insects
- Like the wilderness feel for garden, inviting
- Dislike traditional farm look but like wild areas
- Large growing areas are very desirable, makes for more efficient food production
- Prefer fenced-in plots - more manageable

- Like it - maybe smaller tiered area against the hillside with seating facing a small stage or open area for music, theater, classes
- Looks like community but also looks like it needs a lot of maintenance
- Good design - should be set back from sidewalk and street
- Like the idea of keeping the trees
- Will this open garden design lead to vandalism and destruction against the garden?
- Very nice urban element with combination of organic plots.